Ref:JP001/2020

The Embassy of the State of Eritrea to Japan and the Republic of Korea presents its compliments to all its citizens in both countries and has the honor to inform them the following:

Following the instruction issued by the Department of Immigration and Nationality on August 17, 2020, the Government of the State of Eritrea has announced an arrangement of surnames written in Roman Script which shall apply in all official documents. (For further details please kindly refer to the above-mentioned arrangement made by the Department of Immigration, herein attached, for your information, use and reference.)

The Embassy of the State of Eritrea avails itself to all compatriots in Japan and the Republic of South Korea the assurance of its highest considerations.

Tokyo September 16, 2020
STATE OF ERITREA
DEPT. OF IMMIGRATION & NATIONALITY

Ref. No. AA1538120

RECEIVED
20.9.16
EMBASSY OF ERITREA

Date 17/08/2020

 erkut, eritrea

NAME: SELAMAWIT MICHAEL SOLOMON

Nationality: ERITREAN

Date of birth: 29 Dec 1974

Sex: F

Height: 165 cm

Asmara

Issuing Authority
DEPT. OF IMMIGRATION AND NATIONALITY

Date of issue: 01 Apr 2010

Date of expiry: 31 Mar 2012

PASSPORT No. K0000000

COUPON 7412291F12033140031800000

Tel. 200033 E-mail: din@tse.com.er Fax: 291-1 126525 P.O. Box 854 Asmara - Eritrea
AMANUEL GHEBRETENSAE TECLE የنية ከፋ ሊው ሊበ ዯምርት ከምስ ላይኝ ይደረጉ
Surname TECLE
Given names AMANUEL GHEBRETENSAE

ABDELA MUSA MOHAMMED-ALI OSMAN

Surname OSMAN

Given names ABDELA MUSA MOHAMMED-ALI

PNERIOSMAN<<ABDELA<MUSA<MOHAMMED<ALI <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

እንማት በማለ-appointed


አስታወቃን!!

አስታወቅታል ለ።

አስትወቀ
THE STATE OF ERITREA
DEPT. OF IMMIGRATION & NATIONALITY
APPLICATION FOR A PASSPORT

2. REASON NEW

4. SERVICES LIVE PHOTOGRAPH

5. ERITREAN I.D. No

PLEASE USE CAPITAL LETTERS

6. NAME SOLOMON ABRAYA TEWELDE

6.1 FATHER'S NAME

6.2 MOTHER'S NAME

6.3 BIRTH PLACE

6.4 BIRTH DATE

6.5 SEX

6.6 HEIGHT cm

7. NAMES OF UNDERAGE TO BE INCLUDED IN YOUR PASSPORT IF ANY (Name/s only) 1

2

3

(35x45)

PASTE PHOTOGRAPH

SOLOMON ABRAYA TEWELDE

Surname

Given Names

Surname

Given Names

Surname

Given Names

PNERIT EWELDE<< SOLOMON< ABRAYA

SOLOMON ABRAYA TEWELDE

10/2009

ERITREAN I.D. No

Please use capital letters

Photograph

35x45